When I had the McLean tonometer I was unfortunately so busy fitting up and moving into the clinic of our large new, hospital, that I only obtained, and that mainly by the work of my assistant, a few comparative measurements. These are printed in Table XIV . The values can hardly be compared for they lie differently on the scale, but the instrument does not appear to offer any real improvement as regards reliability of measurement. The McLean tonometer is a Schiotz tonometer partly turned upside down, and as it is similar to the older instrument both in principle and in bu'ild it should measure as well, but nothing has been added which could lead us to expect it to measure better.
The aim of all tonometer workers. should be to use instruments giving values which may be compared, and to agree on the principles on which such work such be based. A tonometer should be like a thermometer (Elliot), inasmuch as when applied to a test apparatus it should give invariable results.
In But perhaps the most remarkable of all organizations for training the blinded may be found at St. Dunstan's, Regent's Park, London, the well-known hostel for blinded soldiers and sailors. Thanks to the resourcefulness, generosity, untiring energy, and remarkable business capacity of Sir Arthur Pearson, Bart., G.B.E., there is a ready and comprehensive training for all who may have been blinded in the great war, while an after-care system keeps trained men from drifting to failure for lack of a word of advice and help of the right sort at the right moment.
Practical Work for the Blinded As soon as a blinded man has gained confidence in himself, the ophthalmic surgeon will do well to advise some more serious work than knitting, or netting, that may have been given at the outset, to encourage peace of mind. Most blinded men will at first resent the,necessity of learning Braille, but it is only a fool who does 'not overcome this natural sentiment, for the delight of reading to oneself cannot be over estimated; besides, it takes many a difficult hour off the hands of our friends, for it is not altogether an easy matter to read happily to the blinded, who at ti'mes are verv Play for the Blinded But if the mind is to be successful at work, then it is all important that it should have relaxation and healthy change of thought, intimately associated with vigorous exercise that will stimulate the system and keep a man fit. Now the secret of acquiring pro-. ficiency in all matters of happy independence, is to acquire a habit of making rapid sequential deductions, and it will then be found that it is possible to do most things, even if one may not do them quite so rapidly as the sighted. All kinds of angling and fishing may be enjoyed by the blinded, while rowing, yacht sailing, riding, cycling, skating, rinking, dancing, and even team driving, can all be practised by a blinded man of the right sort with a happy knowledge of his subject. So far as indoor games and pursuits are concerned, we have reading, writing, cards, including whist and bridge. Chess, dominoes, draughts, the pleasure and practise of music, including every kind of instrument, as well as vocal proficiency, so as to be
